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Morten H. Christiansen is the William R. Kenan, Jr. Professor of Psychology and Co-Director of the Cognitive Science Program at Cornell University as well as Professor in Cognitive Science of Language at the School of Communication and Culture, Aarhus University, Denmark, and Senior Scientist at the Haskins Labs. He is an International Partner Investigator at the International Centre for Language and Communicative Development funded by the UK Economic and Social Research Council and at the Centre of Excellence for the Dynamics of Language funded by the Australian Research Council. In addition, he currently serves as Associate Editor of Language Dynamics and Change and Frontiers in Language Sciences.

Dr. Christiansen’s research focuses on the interaction of biological and environmental constraints in the evolution, acquisition and processing of language. He employs a variety of methodologies, including computational modeling, corpus analyses, statistical learning, psycholinguistic experiments, and neuroimaging. He is the author of over 200 scientific papers and has edited four books. His newest book Creating language: Integrating evolution, acquisition, and processing from MIT Press (2016) provides a comprehensive overview of his work over the past two decades. His work has been featured in many news outlets, including Washington Post, Scientific American, New Economist, Daily Telegraph, New Scientist, Der Spiegel, and
Times of India. He has also appeared on BBC Radio Inside Science, BBC World, BBC Wales, ABC Radio Australia, and Danish Public Radio, among others.

Dr. Christiansen has received numerous honors and awards. He was the Ida Cordelia Beam Distinguished Visiting Professor at the University of Iowa in 2010 and Visiting Professor at the University of Hong Kong in 2012. He was awarded the Cognitive Psychology Section Award from the British Psychological Society in 2013 and a Charles A. Ryskamp Research Fellowship from the American Council of Learned Societies in 2006. He was elected as Fellow of the Association for Psychological Science in 2009, made a Fellow of the Psychonomic Society in 2013, and elected as Fellow of the Cognitive Science Society in 2017. He delivered the 2009 Nijmegen Lectures at the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics, the Netherlands, and was the Inaugural keynote speaker at the Edinburgh Lectures in Language Evolution, Centre for Language Evolution, University of Edinburgh, in 2017. Most recently, he received the 2018 GPSA Faculty Award from the Graduate and Professional Student Assembly at Cornell University for his graduate teaching, advising, and mentorship.
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I. How cultural evolution has shaped language to fit the brain

Over the past few decades, the language sciences have seen a shift toward explaining language evolution in terms of cultural evolution rather than biological adaptation. This work has demonstrated how various nonlinguistic biases amplified by cultural transmission across generations, along with pressures from interactions between individuals within each generation, may help explain many aspects of linguistic structure observable in today’s languages. As a key example, I focus in this talk on the possible contribution to language evolution of a fundamental constraint on processing: during normal linguistic interaction, we are faced with an immense challenge by the combined effects of rapid input, short-lived sensory memory, and severely limited sequence memory. To overcome this Now-or-Never bottleneck, language users must learn to compress and recode language input as rapidly as possible into increasingly more abstract levels of linguistic representation. This perspective has profound implications for the nature of language processing, acquisition, and evolution. To illustrate, I present results from a lab-based cultural evolution study and psycholinguistic experimentation. Together, these studies suggest that cultural evolution, as constrained by basic chunk-based learning and processing mechanisms, has promoted the emergence of structure in language that helps alleviate the challenge posed by the Now-or-Never bottleneck.
II. Why language acquisition is like skill learning

Language acquisition is often viewed as a problem of inference, in which the child—like a “mini-linguist”—tries to piece together the abstract grammar of her native language from incomplete and noisy input. This “language-as-knowledge” viewpoint contrasts with a more recent alternative, in which the challenge of language acquisition is practical, not theoretical: by practicing across myriads of social interactions, the child gradually learns to understand and produce language. In this talk, I explore some key implications of this “language-as-skill” framework, focusing on how constraints arising from the Now-or-Never bottleneck shape acquisition. Because experience with language is fundamental to becoming a skilled language user, this perspective predicts substantial differences across individual language users as well as across languages. I discuss evidence from behavioral and computational modeling studies, highlighting experience-driven variation across individuals and languages. I conclude that language acquisition may be best construed as skill learning, on par with learning other complex human skills such as riding a bicycle or playing a musical instrument. By reconnecting language to psychological mechanisms of learning and memory, this perspective moreover offers the possibility for a reintegration of the language sciences.
III. What the sounds of words tell us about their meaning
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Research on sound symbolism has revealed that a considerable amount of systematicity exists in the mapping between a word’s phonological form and its meaning—but just how systematic is language? In this talk, I first discuss results from analyses of data from nearly two-thirds of the world’s languages, indicating that across unrelated languages from different continents, some sounds are used more often than expected by chance to refer to certain concepts and ideas. Additional analyses of English suggest that language incorporates a significant amount of systematicity in form-meaning correspondences across the vocabulary. This systematicity is more pronounced for words involved in the early stages of language acquisition and reduced in later vocabulary development. I then consider further corpus analyses suggesting that additional systematicity can be found at the level of lexical categories, revealing the sound of syntax. Results from human experimentation corroborate the corpus analyses, pointing to a division of labor between arbitrariness and systematicity in the structure of the vocabulary. I conclude that the vocabulary is structured to enable systematicity for early acquired words to promote language learning, whilst also incorporating arbitrariness for later acquired words in order to facilitate communicative expressivity and processing efficiency when faced with the Now-or-Never bottleneck.
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